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My concern for the thought of Josiah Royce dates from lectures given some fifteen years ago by Robert C. Pollock, then professor of philosophy at Fordham University. Robert Pollock was the only person who, in my experience, could make the full case for James and Royce.

Unquestionably, we are of late, witnessing a renascence of interest in the classic American philosophers. Activity in the field of Royce scholarship has generated a small but enthusiastic community of inquiry. In this regard, I am grateful for the generous advice offered by Charles M. Sherover of Hunter College, Robert Neville of Fordham University, Rickard Donovan of Iona College, David Sippe of Carleton College, Richard Hocking of Emory University, and especially John E. Smith of Yale University. My colleague, Peter T. Manicas of Queens College, was extremely helpful in the preparation of part VI, “Logic and Methodology.” Generous secretarial assistance was provided by Mrs. Florence Barry and Mrs. Leona Beck of Queens College.

The man at the center of the contemporary Royce community is Frank M. Oppenheim S.J., of Xavier University. He provided many personal leads as well as considerable advice on the selecting process. I had intended to use his published “Bibliography” but Father Oppenheim selflessly led me to Mr. Ignas Skrupskelis of the University of South Carolina, who had a superior Royce bibliography in preparation. I am happy to report that the bibliography of Mr. Skrupskelis is now included as part IX of volume 2. His work as a bibliographer is outstanding and comes as close to being definitive as is humanly possible. He has spared no effort and left no lead untouched. Mr. Skrupskelis also helped me to
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avoid some technical errors in the allocating of correct sources and he clarified some aspects of Royce's career. I am also indebted to the earlier work of Jacob Loewenberg, Daniel Robinson, Stuart Gerry Brown, J. Harry Cotton, John E. Smith, Vincent Buranelli, Peter Fuss, and Thomas F. Powell. My reading of Royce's unpublished papers was enhanced by the efficiency and graciousness of Mr. Kimball C. Elkins and his staff at the Harvard University Archives in Widener Library.

During preparation of the manuscript, I was aided by the encouragement and consideration of Mr. Morris Philipson, director of the University of Chicago Press, and by the care of Mr. Allen Fitchen, humanities editor. I appreciate also some bibliographical assistance from Patrick J. Hill of State University of New York at Stony Brook. Many technical problems and a considerable amount of important detail were handled expertly by my brother Robert A. McDermott of Manhattanville College. He is a man for all seasons, combining enthusiastic responsibility with a respect for another's task.

As always, when the deadline grows near, my wife Virginia generously sets aside massive obligations of her own to help put the manuscript in final shape.